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EUCALYPTUS COLORBOX

Next to the colors in our standard 
collections, you also have the 
option to order your rug in a color 
of your own choosing. 

For the rugs At Ease, Chasing 
Light, Cross Over, En Suite, Move 
Slow and Perfect Match we have 
110 uni colors available. 

For At Random or Colour Me 
rugs you can choose between 51 
uni colors, marked with a *. It is 
possible to mix different colors in 
order to create your customized 
color. 

Next to all extra color options in 
this box, the Eucalyptus yarn can 
also be lab-dyed in any requested 
color. Ask about the terms!
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EUCALYPTUS COLORS - MOVE SLOW, CHASING LIGHT, CROSS OVER, AT EASE, EN SUITE & PERFECT MATCH

3* 61*72* 52*87 78115 164* 8925

65* 56*58* 26*60* 11159* 73*57* 27*110

104 102106 24*5* 44*76 8817* 50*94

79* 4623 9681 9247 4932 9748*

37* 11271* 29*36* 3195 38*107 30*109

83* 69*66* 3590 8028* 11677* 2233

93 1412* 7416* 34103 13*10* 7515

21* 11*20* 11339* 51105 2*40 11484

9 8542* 43*8* 6*91 1177* 6241*

70* 6382 8668* 1967* 4*18* 10898

Digital colors differ from reality. No rights can be derived from this digital document. Its purpose is only to serve as a working tool. 
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EUCALYPTUS COLORS - COLOUR ME & AT RANDOM

3* 61*72* 52*64*

65* 56*58* 26*60* 59* 73*57* 27*

24*5* 44*17* 50*

79* 48*

37* 71* 29*36* 38*30*

83* 69*66* 28*77*

12*16* 13*10*

21* 11*20*39* 2*

42* 43*8* 6*7* 41*

70* 68* 67* 4*18* Digital colors differ from reality. No rights can be derived from this digital document. Its purpose is only to serve as a working tool. 
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POSSIBILITIES

DIFFERENCES IN THICKNESS OF EUCALYPTUS YARN
+ We use thin Eucalyptus yarn in all Move Slow, Perfect Match, At Ease, Chasing Light and Cross Over rugs.
+ We use thick Eucalyptus yarn in all Colour Me and At Random rugs.

COLOR OPTIONS
+ All colors in this box are available in thin Eucalyptus yarn.
+ Colors marked with a * are available in thick Eucalyptus yarn.
+ Colors can be used uni as well as mixed. The maximum amount of colors mixed in thin Eucalyptus yarn is 6
and the maximum in thick Eucalyptus yarn is 3 colors.

Note: all colorsamples in this box are made with thin Eucalyptus yarn. Both thin and the thick yarns are dyed 
according to exactly the same color-components. However, due to a difference in spinning process, there is 
always a chance that, optically, the color slightly differs from the sample. If the application requires the thick 
Eucalyptus yarn to be an exact match, please do not hesitate to request a color sample!

CUSTOM COLORS
Next to all standard color options in this box, the Eucalyptus yarn can also be lab-dyed in any requested 
color! Please ask us about the terms if you are interested. Please also note that the production-time will 
increase with approximately 2 weeks. 

DIFFERENCES IN DYE BATCH
All Eucalyptus yarns are dyed in a natural way, therefor a minimal deviation per dye batch is possible. Per rug 
we always use yarns from the same dye batch.

SAMPLES
Please contact us for a sample in case you would like to see a chosen color or special pattern. We have many 
possibilities to adjust pile height, shape, pattern and color to your wishes. For sampling we charge a small 
amount which will be credited when ordering the actual rug. 

ABOUT EUCALYPTUS

100% EUCALYPTUS YARN ADVANTAGES:
+ Soft: very suitable for sensitive skin
+ Healthy room climate: temperature and humidity fluctuations in homes can be balanced out, due to the fibers natural ability
to absorb and release moisture
+ Absorbent: natural and effective moisture management, simultaneously preventing electrostatic charging
+ Strong: Eucalyptus is a strong fiber and therefore suitable for many different applications
+ Naturally anti-bacterial: resistant to bacteria and therefor suitable for people with allergies

SUSTAINABILITY OF EUCALYPTUS
+ It is one of the most sustainable processes of fiber-production to this day.
+ Woodpulp comes from European forests that are strictly managed according to SFC certificate.
+ The Eucalyptus fiber is completely biodegradable.
+ The land used for Eucalyptus is unsuitable for food crops, so there’s no competition with the food-industry.
+ The production of Eucalyptus uses only 2,8% water compaired to the production of cotton.
+ The production process of Eucalyptus is a nearly closed loop process, where the the water involved in the production is
recycled during manufacturing, and the finishing agents are fully biodegradable.
+ The dyeing of the Eucalyptus yarn is 100% ecological.

COMPOSITION
Pile: 100% Eucalyptus
Yarn origin: Europe
Primary backing: 100% pes
Latex: Luxury contract latex
Backing: 100% pes

SIZE
Width: up to 9,15 mtrs seamless, wider possible with seam. 
Length: no limit

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS (SOURCE: TEXTILES AND FLOORING INSTITUTE GMBH)
Resistance to light: equal or superior to 5
Resistance to shampoo: equal or superior to 5
Color Fastness: equal or superior to 4
Static electricity: Eucalyptus rugs can be used in closed spaces 
Resistance to traffic: high
Treatment of anti-moth incorporated

APPLICATION
Rug with high capacity to resisting to weariness, appropriate for residential market and general areas in soft contract. 
Eucalyptus is highly durable, the exact durability depends on the usage of the rug. All Colour Me and At Random rugs are 
suitable for high traffic areas. 

MAINTENANCE
Vacuum regularly - remove stains immediately. Chemical dry cleaning only. Please contact us for a complete maintance report.

INSTALLATION
Plain, dry and clean surfaces. Overall adhesion or stretched. Suitable for floor heating as well.

CERTIFICATIONS
NP EN ISSO 9001:2008 certified by TUV Rheinland
Burning classification - EN 13501-1:2010 - Dfl-s1 (Cfl with extra treatment)
Luxury Class - LC 5 (Prestige)


